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1. INTRODUCTION 
The eigenvalue problem of the Laplace operator and its relation to the 
geometric structure of the domain have been considered by many authors. 
It is usually the case that the eigenvalues and their eigenfunctions vary con- 
tinuously under the smooth deformation of the domain. On the other hand, 
if the convergence of the domain is weak (i.e., the topological type is not 
preserved or some part of the domain degenerates), many characteristic 
phenomena occur and they are not easy to analyze in general. But it is 
important to deal with these cases to get some insight into the geometrical 
dependence of the eigenvalue problem. We are concerned with a moving 
domain Q(i) (c > 0: parameter) which partially degenerates as c + 0, and 
we give an elaborate characterization of the behaviors of the eigenfunctions 
of the Laplace operator with the Neumann boundary condition. The 
continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of the elliptic operator with the 
boundary condition under a regular variation of the domain is shown in 
R. Courant and D. Hilbert [S], I. Babuska and R. Vjborny [2], and some 
other literature in various situations. For a singular variation of the 
domain, J. Rauch and M. Taylor [21], S. Ozawa [l&19]. I. Chavel, and 
E. A. Feldman [4] have dealt with the domain with a small hole or a 
domain where a very thin tubular neighborhood of a submanifold is 
removed, and they have shown the convergence of the eigenvalues to those 
of the original domain. Especially, S. Ozawa has obtained some very 
elaborate asymptotic behaviors of the eigenvalues with some boundary 
conditions. On the other hand, the domain Q(c) in this paper belongs to 
another type of singular variation because Q(T) decreases as [ + 0 and thus 
is quite different from the above. This type of domain was first studied by 
J. T. Beale [3], who characterized the set of the scattering frequencies (the 
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square root of some spectrum) in the process of degenerating the domain. 
M. Mobo-Hidalgo and E. Sanchez-Palencia [lS] have dealt with a more 
general domain than that of [3] and have proved a result corresponding 
to [3; Theorem 1 - (a)]. For the case of a manifold, C. Anne [l] has dealt 
with a manifold with a thin handle and obtained the limit of the set of the 
eigenvalues. K. Fukaya [7] has dealt with a collapse of the Riemannian 
manifold under the boundedness condition on the Ricci and the sectional 
curvatures and he has characterized the eigenvalues and the limit operator 
of the Laplacian. (See also E. Sanchez-Palencia [22] for other topics.) 
The moving domain which we deal with in this paper is expressed as 
Q(5) = D, u D, u Q(i) ({ > 0; small) (Fig. l), 
where D, and D, are mutually disjoint bounded domains in R” and Q(i) 
is “cylindrical” and monotonously approaches a l-dim line segment as 
c + 0. We remark that if D, is an exterior domain, G(c) is equal to that in 
J. T. Beale [3]. Let {~~([)}p=, be the set of the eigenvalues of -A on a(c) 
for the Neumann boundary condition. Applying similar arguments to those 
in J. T. Beale [3], we can separate {~k([)}~Z 1 as follows, under some 
assumption (cf. (A.3) in Section 2.), 
where { o,([)}p= , approaches the set of the eigenvalues -A in D, u D, 
with the Neumann boundary condition and {(&(c)}p= 1 approaches the 
set of the eigenvalues of the operator -d2/dz2 on the line segment 
(L = fir, 0 Q(c)) with the Dirichlet boundary condition on the endpoints of 
L as [ + 0 where z is the canonical parameter on L. Let { &, r} p=, be the 
FIGURE 1 
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orthonormalized eigenfunctions corresponding to (~k(i)}~Z I which are 
separated according to the decomposition (1.1) 
(1.2) 
where h,[ and Iclk,[ correspond to w,Jc) and I,({), respectively. Our main 
purpose is to characterize the asymptotic behavior of dk, r and $k, [, respec- 
tively, when [ + 0. We will prove that dk, r for small [ > 0 is approximated 
by & in D, u D2 and by V, in Q(c), where wk and #k are the kth eigen- 
values and one of the corresponding eigenfunctions of the following eigen- 
value problem (1.3) and V, is the solution (uniquely determined under our 
assumption (A.3)) of the following two point boundary value problem (1.4) 
whose boundary condition is given by dk: 
AqS+o@=OinD,uD,, a@v = 0 on aD, u i3D,, (1.3) 
d2V/dz2+wkV=0,zeL, VP,) = d&J (i = L2), (1.4) 
where p1 and p2 are the endpoints of L. We will also prove that 
dj,‘?l,i (n- 1w tik,r converges to 0 uniformly in D, u D, and that 
d:‘: I i’“- “‘*Vh, c I Q(i) approaches sin(krr/2)( 1 - z) or - sin(krc/2)( 1 - z) 
when c + 0 where d,- I is the (n - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the 
unit ball in R”-’ (Theorem 2). Second, we will investigate the behavior of 
tik, i itself, especially the exact decay rate of tik, i in D, u D,; i.e., we will 
prove that 
Iclk, [(Xl - WC’“- 1)‘2) 
uniformly on any compact subset of U f= 1 (D,\ { p, } ), 
(1.5) 
while IItik, i II L2CnCijj = 1 (Theorem 3). 
By (1.5) and (1.6), we see the rate of the degeneration of the function 
space L’(Q(c)), which is associated with the partial degeneration of the 
domain Q(l) as [ --f 0. 
Our results are applicable to the investigation of some delicate behaviors 
and the structure of the solutions of reaction-diffusion equations or systems 
(such as those in [8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 231) in Q(c) with the Neumann 
boundary condition on %2(c). More precisely, when we reduce these equa- 
tions to a finite dimensional problem in the Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure 
in the neighborhood of a solution or an approximate solution by using the 
eigenfunctions of the linearized problem, the singular behaviors of the 
eigenfunctions associated with the partial degeneration of Q(c) may give 
rise to a difficulty in the reduced equation and thus we need to obtain some 
elaborate estimates of the behaviors of the eigenfunctions such as in 
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Theorems 3 and 4 and by this we can get a “well-” reduced equation. The 
application of the results of this paper is given in [13]. In the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2, the revised version of the results obtained in [ll, 121, 
(which is given in Proposition 3.1) will be essentially applied. In the proof 
of Theorem 3, some comparison functions will be used and they will be 
constructed in Section 4. All the functions which appear in this paper are 
real valued. 
2. FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS 
We specify the singularly perturbed domain a([) in R” in the form 
where D, (i= 1, 2) and Q(c) are defined in the following conditions where 
x’=(x,,x3 )...) XJEW-1. 
(A.l) D, and D, are bounded domains with 6, n 6, = a in R” with 
smooth boundaries which satisfy the following conditions for some positive 
constant [,>O. ~,n~x=(x,,x’)~R”lx~~l, Ix’I<31*}=~(1,x’)~R”) 
Ix’1 < 31, >, 6, n ix= ( x~,x’)ER”Ix,~ -1, Ix’I<~[,}={(-~,x’)ER”I 
lX'l<35,~? 
(A.21 Q(C) = R,(i) u MO u r(C), R,(i) = {b,, x’) E R”l 1 - ?I< 
x,51, Ix’l<Mh-1)/i% R~(~)={(x~,x’)ER”I-~~x~< -1+X, 
b’l < b((-l-x,)/O}, r(i) = {h,x’)~R”l -1 +%I 5 XI I l-21, 
lx’1 < [>, where p E C”(( -2,O]) n Cco(( -2,0)) is a positive valued mono- 
tone increasing function such that p(O) = 2, p(s) = 1 for SE (-2, - 11, 
p’(s) > 0 for s E ( - 1, 0), and the inverse function of p,t- ,, 0l satisfies 
limst, (8~ -‘/dtk) (5) = 0 for any nonnegative integer k. 
By these conditions G(c) is a bounded domain in R” with a Cm-bound- 
ary (0 <i < i,). We prepare some notations for the later arguments, 
PI = (1, 0, . . . . 01, p2 = (- 1, 0, *.., 01, 
L= n Q(c)= {(z,O,...,O)EW -lgzSl}, 
O<S<T* 
z,(v)= {(x,, x’)~R”Ix1> 1, IX-P, I <a>, 
C,(v)= {b,,x’)~R”l xl< -1, lx-pzl <v}. 
DEFINITION 1. Let h(i))?= I and { ak, ,}p= i be respectively the 
eigenvalues arranged in increasing order (counting multiplicity) and 
the complete system of the corresponding eigenfunctions which are 
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orthonormalized as (ak, i . @,, T)L~cn(S)j = dk, m (k, m 2 1) of the following 
eigenvalue problem of the Laplacian with the Neumann boundary 
condition 
A@+@=0 in Q(i), 
a@ (2.1) x=0 on aw, 
where A = C;=, a2/i3x: (Laplacian) and v denotes the unit outward normal 
vector on afig). 
The continuity theorem of the eigenvalue, under the smooth deformation 
of the domain (cf. Courant and Hilbert [S]), asserts that each pk(l) (k= 1, 
2, 3,...) varies continuously in { (0~ c < [.+.), but it says nothing about 
limi +0 pk([) (k 2 1). We begin with the behavior of the set of the eigen- 
values h#X= I when 1: -+ 0. By the arguments in J. T. Beale [3], one 
can characterize the set {lim r +,, ~k(~)}~S I by using the spectral informa- 
tion of D, , D2, and L. We pose a condition (A.3) on D, and D2 (without 
loss of essence of the problem), by which we can avoid some inessential 
and complicated arguments, and we can state the asymptotic behavior of 
(pk([)}FZ I explicitly (Theorem 1). For completeness, we carry the proof of 
Theorem 1 within our formulation together with the proof of Theorem 2 
in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 2. Let { wk}p= I be the sequence of the eigenvalues 
arranged in increasing order (counting multiplicity) of the following 
eigenvalue problem in D, u D2. 
Aq5+04=0 inD,uD,, 
a4 
(2.2) 
z=o on aD, u i?D,, 
(O=w,=o,<w,~ ... +a)). 
DEFINITION 3. We put II, = (k7r/2)* and S,(z) = (sin(krc/2))( 1 -z) 
(k >= 1) which are respectively the eigenvalues and the complete system of 
eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem 
d*S/dz* + AS = 0, -l<z<l 
(2.3) 
S(l)=S(-l)=O. 
We assume the following condition. 
(A.31 {&>,Y’= 1 n {ok}km, 1 = 0. 
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In the following theorems in this section, we always assume (A.l)-(A.3) 
and the space dimension n 2 3. 
We characterize the set of the eigenvalues as follows. 
THEOREM 1. The set {~dl))F= 1 can be separated as 
(2.4) 
where lim, _ ,, ~~(5) = ok, lim +o&(i)=& (k2 1). 
The proof of Theorem 1 (especially, the way of separation in (2.4)) is 
carried out with the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 5. The following 
theorems are the main results of this paper which concern the global 
behaviors of the eigenfunctions. 
To state Theorems 2 and 3, we denote the corresponding eigenfunctions 
to w,Jc) and A,([), respectively, by #k, 5 and tjk, [. Then, according to (2.4), 
we have 
(2.5) 
Remark 2.1. The choice of the eigenfunctions is not unique; we fix the 
systems of eigenfunctions { Gk, [},E 1, { dk, i > PC,, and { tjk, (} p= r from 
Definition 1 and (2.5) in the following statements in this section. 
THEOREM 2. For any sequence of positive values {{,),“= 1 such that 
lim, + a, [,,, = 0, there exists a subsequence (o., >z= 1 t (C,,,}z= 1 and the 
complete system of the eigenfunctions {#k}FZ, c C”(D, u D2) of (2.2) 
corresponding to {ok}~=, such that (d,+ .dm)t2co, U D2j = dk, m (k, m 2 1) and 
the following conditions hold for each k 2 1, 
lim sup I& O,(X) - #k(X)1 = 0, (2.6) 
lim sup 14k,o,h~ x’)- V&l)1 =o, (2.7) 
m-oc r=(q.x’)~Q(u,,, 
lim sup ) d;/’ 1 a; - 1)/z tik,a,(x~y x’)-Sk(-~l)I =O or 
m+cc x=(.x,. r’)~Q(oj,, (2.8) 
lim sup 1 &’ 1 o; - 1)/z tik, o,(x1? x’) + &(Xl)l = 0. 
m + m .r = (I,. x’) E Q(um, 
Here we denoted by Vk the unique solution of the following two point 
boundary value problem (2.9) for each k = 1, 2, 3,..., 
d2 V/dz2 + ok V = 0, -l<z<l, 
V(l)=MP,)T V(-l)=h(P2)9 
(2.9) 
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and d _ I = ~r(“-‘)“/r( (n + 1)/2) which is the (n - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue 
measu;e of the unit ball in R”-‘. 
Next we give a rather elaborate estimate of tjk, 5 in D, u D2. 
THEOREM 3. For any natural number k 2 1, there exists a positive 
constant q,(k) > 0 such that 
0 < lim inf 5+o xER,($z,(3i) P-3)‘2 lh&)l 
(2.10) 
0 < lim inf inf 
i-0 xa~,(v)\Z,(3i) i-(n-1)‘21X-p,l”-21~~,~(X)I 
5 lim sup ~~~~~~pz(3i)1-‘“-‘“2 Ix-PA”-21+k,i(x)I < +a), (2.11) 
r-0 I , 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
for any q E (0, q,(k)) and i = 1,2. 
We remark that lim, +O lltik, c II LI(G(C)) = 0 holds while Wk. r II Lacy) = 1 
(k 2 1). 
COROLLARY. For any natural number k 2 1, there exist positive constants 
i,(k), J,(k), d,(k) such that 
6,(k) i’“- 1)‘2 
lx--P,l”- 
* 5 I$k,i(X)I 5 
6,(k) [‘“- 1)‘2 
,x-p ,n-2 (XE Cz(V*(k))\zi(3i)) 
I 
holds for [ E (0, c,(k)) and i = 1, 2. 
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FIGURE 2 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
We can obtain Theorems 1 and 2 by applying the methods developed in 
[ 11, 121 and further additional arguments. We prepare the revised version 
of [ 12, Theorem 21 in Proposition 3.1. But we do not give its proof, for it 
is almost equal to the arguments in [ 11, 123 except for some inessential 
changes. We also mention some basic a priori estimates of the solutions of 
the Poisson equation under our situations (Proposition 3.2) and the 
theorem removable singularity on the boundary (Proposition 3.3). We 
often use these to argue about the compactness or convergence of a family 
of some solutions in some portion of the domain. 
We consider the following equation: 
Au +f&, 0) = H&l in Q(C), 
au (3.1) 
z=o on aqc). 
Here the nonlinear terms fre Y(sZ(c) x R) and H, are given as 
f,k t)=h,(x)g(<) Wi<i,), h w ere h,, H,, and g satisfy the conditions, 
(i) gECm(R), limsup<,,g(5)<0, liminf<,-,g(<)>O, 
(ii) h,, H, E C?(Q([)) and there exist a sequence of positive values 
{~,}~=, and h, HEP(D,uD~), I?,AEC~([-~, 11) such that 
505/77/2-9 
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lim sup v%,(X) - h(x)1 = 0 (i = 1, 2), 
m-m XED,UD~ 
lim sup Ihy,(xl, x’) - h(x,)( = 0, 
m-m x~Q(im, 
lim sup lH&) - W)l = 0 (i = 1, 2), 
m-cc XED,VDZ 
lim sup IHJx,, x’) - W(x,)l = 0. 
m+m x~Q(im) 
Remark 3.1. h(l) = h(p,), R(1) = H(p,), K( - 1) = h(p,), R( - 1) = 
H(pl) are automatically satisfied by (ii). 
In the above situation, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume n 2 3. For each <E (0, [*), let u( be any 
solution of (3.1). Then there exist a subsequence {am}~=I c (im}g=, and 
functions w E P(D, u DJ and VE Cm([ - 1, 11) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
Aw + h(x) g(w) = H(x) 
awlav = 0 
in D, v D2, 
on aD, v aD,, 
(3.2) 
d2V/dz2 + h(z) g( V) = R(z) for z E ( - 1, 1 ), 
V(l)=w(P,), v - 1) = We 
lim sup Iv,,(x) - w(x)1 = 0, 
m’co x~D,uDz 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
lim sup IuOJxl, x’) - V(x,)l = 0. 
m-cz x~Q(u,,,, (3.5) 
Remark 3.2. In the case that h, E 1, H, E 0, Proposition 3.1 is equal to 
[ 12, Theorem 23. 
Remark 3.3. If there is a priori bound to vy in the sense of sup-norm, 
i.e., there is a constant c > 0 such that 
(i)’ lb, II LmcncijJ 5 c (o<i<r*h 
we do not need the assumption (i), because we can modify g(5) for large 
values of l so that (i) holds. 
Let D be a bounded domain in R” with a smooth boundary aD and G 
be a subset of aD. We consider 
Au =f in D, aufav = 0 on aD\G. (3.6) 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let c1 E (0, 1) and p E (1, co) be constants. For any 
positive constants 9, and q2 such that 0 < q2 < rtI and for any integer k 2 0, 
there exist three positive constants c, = cl(q,, v2), c2 = c2(~, , ?t2, k), and 
c3 = c3(q1, q2, k) such that 
II4 c’~~(~j,~~~~lI~IIc”(~j)+ Ilfll@(~))~ 3 (3.7) 
Ilull Ck+2.~(~)~C*(II~IIe(~)) + Ilf II cl~~(~)) > (3.8) 
II4 Wk+2~qD\qf7,)) = 3 < c { Ilull Lp(D\Z(q2)) + Ilf II w+.p(D\z(92))~ (3.9) 
for any u and f which satisfy (3.6). Here we have defined the set 
C(q) = {x E D 1 dis(x, G) < II} for v] > 0. 
For the definitions of the norms, see [6]. These inequalities can be 
proved in the same way as the classical Schauder estimates in D. Gilbarg 
and N. S. Trudinger [6; Chaps. 4, 6, 8, 91. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u belong to H’(z) u (L”(C) n C*(E\{O})) which 
satisfies the fohowing equation (3.10), where the set C = {(x,, x’) E R”) 
x1 >O, (xl cc} (c>O) and 5 is an arbitrary constant 
Au+&=0 in C, du/~x, =0 on X517 {xl=O}\{O}. (3.10) 
Then u E Cm(,15 u ({ (0, x’) E R” I lx’\ < c})). In particular, the boundary 
condition in (3.10) is satisfied at x = 0. 
Reflecting with respect to the hyperplane x, = 0, we extend u as a 
solution of the same equation on the domain (0 < 1x1 < c} and the problem 
is reduced to the removability of an interior isolated singularity. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
In this section we prepare some notations and important auxiliary 
functions which will be used in the proof of the theorems. 
We define the following sets for a positive constant I such that 
0<1<3(,: 
r’(~)={(X,,X’)Er(~)l l-Z<x,~l-2l}, 
Yl(i) = {b-,7 x’) E r(ol Xl = 1 - 07 ‘r*(i) = aR,(i) n (x1= 1 - 21)Y 
~3(1) = a~,(3O\a~,, ~4 = =,(O\aD,, fib3 = C,(l) u R,(i) u r’(l), 
+ and n- are the unit normal vectors on y*(c) uy3([) which are, 
respectively, outward and inward about the set R,(c) u ,X,(31). 
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FIGURE 3 
In the proof of Theorem 3, we need some comparison functions in the 
moving portion d(5) which is the neighborhood of the point p,. Hereafter 
in this section we construct some auxiliary functions. We use two radially 
symmetric solutions 4i, & of the following equation which are explicitly 
expressed as follows in (i) and (ii): 
A#$Mq5=0. (4.1) 
(i) In the case n 2 3, odd, 
$I(r) = (M”2r)-(“-2)‘2 J~n~2~,Z(M”2r), 
&(r) = (- 1)Cn’21(M”2r)-(“-2)‘2 J-cn-2j,2(M1/2r), 
where [m] is the largest integer which does not exceed m. 
(ii) In the case n 2 2, even, - 
dl(r) = (M”2r)-‘“-2”2 J~,-2~,2(M1~2r), 
d2(r)= - (M”2r)-‘“-2”2 Yc,-2,,2(M’/2r). 
Here J, and Y, are the Bessel function and the Neumann function. 
J,(r)= f (-1)” v+2m ,=,T(v+m+l)T(m+l) (r/2) y 
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r,(r)+,(r) c+1og; 
( ) 
-$~om&ym)! (ij+YYf) (rmN+2m 
1 y’ ‘-y’! (r/2)-N+2m, -- 
II m=O 
where c is the Euler constant (cf. [5]). 
We use the following properties of q5, and #2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume n 2 3. For any positive constant M, there exist 
positive constants c,(M), c,(M), and c2(M) such that 4, and & are 
expressed as 
where A, E P( [0, co)) and A, E P((0, co)) satisfy thefollowingproperties, 
0 < c,(M) 2 A,(r) 5 c2W) for r E (0, co(Wl, 
A:(r) < 0 for r E (0, coW)l, lim A:(r)=Ofor i=l,2. 
r-0 
DEFINITION 4. Let qt”) and si”) be the solutions of the following 
boundary value problems in R,(i) u Z, (3[), respectively, 
dq+Mq=O in Mi) u &(31), 
aq/av=o on wm u wmw,(i) u h(o), (4.2) 
4 = 5 on ~~(1)~ 9 = 0 on ~43. 
ds+Ms=O in MC) u &(31), 
aslav= on UMtJ u JX3i))\Mi) u Ye, (4.3) 
S=i on ~~(1) u h(1). 
LEMMA 4.2. There exist positive constants c(, /?, co such that 
for i E (0, lo), 
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Sketch of proof of Lemma 4.2. We change the scale of the variable and 
the functions q)“’ and ~1~) around the point p1 as 
X-P1 =&-PI)> 
(4.4) 
where q1 and S, are defined on the fixed domain E=R,(l)uZ,(3). By 
letting i + 0 in the transported equations defined on E from (4.2) and 
(4.3), we can obtain the asymptotic behaviors of qC and SC elaborately. The 
conclusion of Lemma 4.2 can be obtained through this procedure. 
Now we construct some comparison functions, cpc, $5:) (PC, @SC. 
DEFINITION 5. 
‘i,-,A2(lx-P,I) 
IX-P, ln--2 
for x~C,(I)\Cr(30, 
2.3~-‘B((n-2)A*(3;)-3iA;(31)3ql”l(x) 
+ A,(30 
3”-2 p(X) for x E J5,(31) u R,(C), 
4$(x)= ( ci 
4 .3” - ‘/Ml/2 ((n - 2) A2(3C) - 3UX31)) 
xsinM1’2(-x1+(1-21)) 
r 
+3”-’ 2p -{~((n-z)a2(3~)-3ia;(3~))+3A2(3~) 
\ xco~M~/~(-x~+(1-2~)) for x~F(i). 
A,(lx-P, I) for x E ~,(0\~,(30, 
A,(30 
-$&(31)4~r(x)+7- p(X) for x E R,(i) u z,(31) 
@7x) = 
~A;(30 --sinM1/2(-x1+(1-21;))+ [A;(30 
4/U4”2 
A,(3c)-- 
\ x cos W2( -x1 + (1 - 21)) for x E r’(l). 
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cPr(x)= 
i,-IA2wPlIl 
IX-P, r2 for x E C,(0\~,(30, 
& ((n -2) A,(X) - 354;(X)) d+“(x) 
+ A,(30 -p(X) 3n-2 for x~~,(3LY)uR,(i), 
4P 
3n- laM1,2 Un - 2) A2(31) - 3L4230) 
x sin fW’*( -x, + (1 - 21)) 
i 12 - +3”-’ IL? - ((n - 2) A,(31) - 3L4;(30) + 3&(31) 1 
xcosM”2(-x,+(1-211)) for x~r’(c). 
i A,(lx-~, I) for XE C,(0\~,(30, 
A,(30 - f A;(31) qt”‘(x) + i st”)(x) for xE R,(c) u ,X1(31), 
@i(x) = 
4BA;(35) xA;(31) - 
ah4’12 
sinM”*(-x,+(1-25))+ 
a 
\ xcosM1’2(-x,+(1-21)), for x E r’(c). 
The following properties can be easily checked from the construction of 
‘pc, $T, (PC, 4~ and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. The functions cp;, @T, CJI[-, @c are continuous in d(c) and 
smooth in &[)\(y2(~) u y,(y)) and satisfy 
AqQ +Mqq+ =O, AC&+ M$ =O, in Q(C)\(Y~(O u r3(Oh 
Aq~+Mq~=O A@, +M@[ =O, in 0(0\(~2(I) u y3(5)), 
a(ps+jav = 0, a+; jav = 0, acp r /av = 0, 
aqgav=o on aW)\h(i) u Y4) 
LEMMA 4.4. 
aqi+ 84 <o - - ac+ wi+ <o - __ 
an++an- ’ an+ +a"- for x~Yz(r)uY3(0~ 
a% +acp, >O ~- wi+a4v>, 
an+ an- ’ an+ an- for xEY*(OuY3(r)9 
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where cp; and 4: (resp. (PC and 4~) play the roles of upper solutions 
(resp. lower solutions). The above auxiliary functions depend on A4 and 
their domain of definition d(5) depends on 1. In the proof of Theorem 3, 
we use cp: , $T , (PC , @i for adequately large M > 0 and small I > 0, 
respectively. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2 together. By the comparison 
theorems in Courant and Hilbert [S], ~~(0 is smaller than the kth eigen- 
value of -A in Q(c) for the Dirichlet Boundary condition on &2(c), which 
is smaller than the kth eigenvalue wh of -A in D, u Dz for the Dirichlet 
boundary condition on lJD, u 8D2. Thus we have 0 5 ~~(5) 5 ok for k 2 1 
and [ E (0, i*), and so we have 0 5 lim inf, _ 0 pLk( c) 5 lim supc _ 0 ~~(0 5 wk 
for any kz 1. 
For { Qk, i>Fz, in Definition 1, we define two subsets K, and Kz of the 
set of natural numbers N by the conditions 
lim II ok, i II Lm(n(c)) = 00 for kEKl, (5.1) 
i-0 
lim SUP II@k,i Ilra(R(i)) < * for kEK2. 
i-0 
(5.2) 
Hereafter we put ml= #(K,) (Osm,s co) and denote by n,(k) the kth 
element of Ki, i.e., K, = {ni(k));IL 1 where n,(k) < n,(k + 1) (15 k 5 m,) for 
i = 1,2. In the latter part of this section (Lemma 5.4) we will prove that 
m,=m,=co and K,uK,=N. 
Put @6, &x) = ok, i(~)/ll@k, i II Lm(n(CJj and then we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any sequence of positive values ii,,,} ,“= 1 such that 
lim, -+ to c,,, = 0, there exists a subsequence {o,}z, 1 c { C,,,>z, , such that 
lim, + m p,Jr~,,,) exists for k E K, and belongs to (1, }p= 1 and &) < A,(, + 1J 
hold for 1 S k S m, - 1 where the number j(k) is defined by the condition 
&(k) = lim, + m A,(~)(o,,J (15 k 5 ml 1 and then lim infr + o CL,,(~)(~) 2 1, 
(1 s k s m,) follows. The corresponding eigenfunctions satisfy the following 
conditions: 
,“mo II@ n,(k), l II L.Z(D, ” D2) = 0 (1 Sksm,), (5.3) 
,“mo ll@~,~k~, [II L-(~, u 02) = 0 (1 sksm,), (5.4) 
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lim sup I K,(,, ,,( 
m-m x6Q(um) 
X1,-4-~,(k)(~I)I =Oor 
(1 ~/k~Wr,), (5.5) 
1in-J “up P%,(k), 0, m+m .reQ a,) (XI 7 x’) + S,(k)(X,)I = 0 
where S,(z) = sin(jr/2)( 1 -z) (j 2 1). 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Since, for k 2 1 and [ E (0, c*), 
we have 
(5.7) 
while II @b, i II Lz(n(r)) = 1 for kz 1. 
First we choose a subsequence {[k}z= I c {[,},“= I such that 
lim, + m ,u,,,(~)([&) exists (= tk). Applying Proposition 3.1 to the following 
equation, for [E {CL} with (5.7), 
A@hCk,, i +&q(k)(i) @:1(k), [ = o in Q(i), 
a@;l(k,, dav = o on ama (5.8) 
we conclude that 
I@;,(k), [tx)l 5 1 in Q(i), 
lim suP 
m-ca xeD,vDz 
I@:,(k), [,(x)l = 0, (5.9) 
and that there exists a subsequence (o,}:, r and a function Tk in 
Cco( [ - 1, 11) which satisfies 
d2Tk/dz2 + & Tk = 0, -l<z<l, 
T,(kl)=o, sup ITk(Z)] = 1, (5.10) 
-I<;<1 
From (5.10), Tk turns out to be some eigenfunction of (2.3) and we con- 
clude tk E (&}p= r. We repeat the above argument for k= 1, 2, 3, . . . and 
apply the method of the diagonal argument and we obtain the subsequence 
{a, }z=, common to all k 2 1. Equation (5.4) can be obtained in the 
above argument from the arbitrariness of {c,} and (5.8). Next we will 
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prove (5.3). Assume the contrary to (5.3), that is, there exists a 
subsequence (K, } ,“= I such that 
lim inf II @n,(k), K II L2(D, u D2) > 0 forsome 1 Sksm,. m+cc 
By (5.6), we obtain a convergent subsequence of { Qnlck), K, 1 D, u ,,>E= I in 
L*(I), uD2) by the Rellich theorem; i.e., there exist a subsequence 
{K;):=,c (rc,,,}~=, and @,EH’(D,uD~) such that 
lim P,,(~)(G) = t (exists and belongs to {A,} p=, ), m+‘x 
(5.11) 
lim Il~n,(k),K;n-~IIL2(D,uD2)=0. m-cc 
Applying (3.9) in Proposition 3.2 to (5.8) for 5 E {I&,} with G = {p,}, 
D = D,, p = 2, repeatedly, we obtain the compactness of { Gnltk), , }z= 1 in 
C”“(uf=, (D,\C,(v]))) for any q >O and we see 
@E C”O(D, u D,), @E 0, 
A@+@=OinD,uD,, ~~il~v=Oon(~Dl\{Pl})u(~D2\{P2}). 
(5.12) 
From @E H’(D, u D2) and the property of the removable singularity 
Proposition 3.3, the Neumann boundary condition in (5.12) can be 
extended up to pr and p2. Thus 0 turns out to be an eigenfunction of (2.2) 
and we conclude that 5 E {wk}km, 1 and this contradicts the assumption 
(A.3) and (5.11). This concludes (5.3). Next we prove <n,(k,)< n,(k21 for 
1 5 k, < k, 5 m,. By the orthonormality and (5.3), we have, for jr, j, E K,, 
@ @J23amdx-~J,.J2 “’ am @Jvm@J2.~mdx DI u D2 
5 11 @‘,I, o,,, I/ L2(D1 ” 02) Ii’J2, O,,, 11 L?DI u D2) + ’ (as m + co) (5.13) 
and we have, from (5.10), 
+ ‘J,,,, 
(asm+co). (5.14) 
By using (5.10), we easily see 
lim s m-m Q(gm) 
~~,~,(x)2/d,_la~-1’dx=1 LiEK,) 
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and by (5.14) forj,=j,=jEK1, we have 
lim dii! , 
m-m .rl)‘* II@,,o,IIL~(a(o,))= 1 (jEKl). 
Letting m + cc in (5.14) we obtain for j, = n,(k,), 1 5 k, 5 m,, 
I 
I 
-1 
Tk,(z) T/q(z) dz = d/c,, kz, 1 Sk,, k2sm,. 
Therefore we conclude &, < rk. for 15 k, < k, 5 m,, because each eigen- 
value I+ in (2.3) is simple. Define j(k) by A,(kJ = tk( 1 5 k 5 ml). From (5.8) 
and Tk = s,,,, or -$(k), (5.5) holds. Thus we have completed the proof of 
Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any sequence of positive values {[m}z=, such that 
lim, + c [,,, = 0, there exists a subsequence {am}:= 1 c {i,,,}:, 1 such that 
lim, + m pk(am) exists for k E K, and belongs to {ok}?= 1 and there exists a 
map j’: { 1, 2, 3, . . . . m,} + N such that lim, _ o. p,,(kI(am) = o,,(,) (1 5 k 5 m2) 
and j’(k)<j’(k+ 1) (1 sksm,-1). Thus lim i -0 inf h2(k)(i) 2 Ok 
(1 5 k 5 m2) follows. There exists a system of orthonormalized eigenfunctions 
($k}T2, in (2.2) corresponding to {~~,(~)}~i-~ such that 
lim suP I @n>(k). op, tx,-$ktx)i =o (1 sksrnm,) (5.15) 
m-ac r.eD,uD~ 
($k, ‘~k2)L2~D,uD2)=~k,,k2 (1 Sk,, k25m2). (5.16) 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. For each k 2 1, there exists M, 2 0 from (5.2) such 
that II@ n2(k) r II LX(n(i)) 5 Mk (0 < i < i,). First we choose a subsequence 
{iL},“= 1 c fr,}z= 1 such that lim,, oo ~~~(~)([h) exists (-g;). Then we 
can apply Proposition 3.1 to the boundary value problem 
A@ nz(k), i + &,(k)(i) @q(k), [ = o in Q(i), 
a@ n2(k). dav = o on afw), (5.17) 
I@ nz(k). &x)l 5 Mk in Q(c). 
We obtain a subsequence {a,,,}:= 1 and functions I$~E C”O(D, uLI,) and 
v,EC”([-l, 11) such that 
lim m-~ ,ycE”uD2 I@n2Ckh,(X)-~k(X)i =o> 
(5.18) 
lim Sup m-m xtQ a,) 1 @w(k), mm tx;, x’) - vk(xl)l = 0, 
A&k + ($6, = 0 in D, U D,, a$kfav=o on aDl uaD2, 
d* Vk (5.19) 
-+&vk=o, -1 <z< 1, 
dz2 vk(1) = &kh 1, vk( - 1 ) = &k(P2)* 
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From ll6& II L2cD, v D2) = 1, & E { wk}~=, . Repeating the above argument for 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . and applying the method of the diagonal argument, we obtain 
a subsequence {rrm}z=, common to all k 2 1. By (5.18) and the orthonor- 
mality of {@k,i}km_l, we obtain (5.16) andj’(k)<j’(k+l) (1 sksm,--1). 
We have completed the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Remark 5.1. In the argument of Lemma 5.1, by the arbitrariness of 
{l;,}:,,, we have from (5.14) 
/imo df! , i(“- ‘)/* II Ok, c II LcocncijJ = 1 for any kEKl. (5.20) 
LEMMA 5.3, 
;mo I, = lk (1 SkSm,), 
(5.21) 
pm0 ~,~di) = ok (1 skim,). 
Equivalently,j(k)=k (l~k~m,) andj’(k)=k (lsksm,). 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Assume that (5.21) does not hold. We define j, 
and j, to be the smallest numbers such that 0 5 jr 5 m,, 0 5 j, 5 m2 and 
lim ILL&) = wk (1 skkj,-1), C-0 (5.23) 
IiF i:fib2(,,(1) > a,*. 
By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 and (A.3), we easily see that lim inf+, pLk(c) E
{&}p=r for kEK, and liminfi,o~,(~)~{~k}~~l for any kEK2. So we 
see that lim infr _ o ,D~,~,,,([) # lim inf, _ o pLn202)([) from (A.3). To deduce a 
contradiction, we divide the argument into two cases: 
(i) the case lim infi -. o I, < lim inf, + o ~,,~(,~)(5), 
(ii) the case lim inf, + o pn,(,,)(i) > lim inf, + o am. 
Case (i). We define a test function as 
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Concerning this test function, we can easily calculate lim, +0 l(Qi 11 L~cn(r)) 
= 1, liq + o jncc) IV@, I 2 dx = A,, , (Gc. Gk, r)L2(n(c)) =0 (1 5 k 5 nl(j,) - 1). 
By using the min-max principle, we obtain lim sups,, p,,(,,,([) S ,I,, . This 
contradicts to the assumption (5.22). 
Case (ii). Let { [,}g=, be a sequence of positive values which converges 
to 0 such that 
(5.24) 
Let (4, I,“= 1 b e an arbitrary complete system of the eigenfunctions to 
{o, },“= , of the eigenvalue problem (2.2) such that 
(#k, ’ 4kz)L2(D, v D2) = &k,, k2 (k,, k22 1). 
Applying Lemma 5.2 for this {~,}~=,, we obtain (o~)~=~ and J1, $2, . . . . 
$,z-I E P(D, u Dz) where each 4, is the eigenfunction in (2.2) correspond- 
ing to the ergenvalue o, = hmi +0 pn2(,) ([) for j such that 1 sj s;j, - 1, and 
(~,.~k)~2~01uD2)=~,,k (1 S;;j, k%- 1). BY dim L.h.C{h, &, . . . . +$,,}I =
dim L.h. [{g,, $2, . . . . ~,2-1}1+1,wechoose~~L.h.[(~,,~, ,..., 2}1such 
that ($.$,)~Q,, UD2J = 0 for j= 1, 2, . . . . j, - 1 and /I$IIL~~o,vD2) = 1 where 
L.h.[U] is the linear subspace of L2(D, u D,) generated by the subset U. 
TO construct a test function, we prepare a cut-off function er E C”O(D, u 02) 
such that 
where I[ > 0 and lim, _ o i - z 0. We can construct such a family of functions 
ki~O+zi* by applying the method of [4]. We define a test function as 
i 
q(x) 4(x) q(x)- o forxED,uD,, 
for x E Q(l), 
n2(12) - 1 
@[(x) = @;cx) - 1 (@; ’ @k, &2(Q([)) @k, &x). 
k=l 
By an easy calculation, we have 
By the min-max principle, we conclude lim supm _ co ~~~(,~)(a,) 5 o,~. This 
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contradicts assumptions (5.23) and (5.24). Through both cases (i) and (ii), 
we have deduced a contradiction and we have completed the proof of 
(5.21). 
We rearrange (&},Ei u (0~~)~~~ in increasing order and denote it by 
bJ!z 1’ 
LEMMA 5.4. m, = m2 = co, K, u K, = N, limi,, pk(i) = pk (k 2 1). 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We assume min(m,, mz) < co and deduce a 
contradiction. We divide the argument into two cases: 
(wn,+1-4?Q+1 wL,+1>%,+l. 
For convenience we put 1, = cc and w, = 00. 
Case (1). In this case, m,<co. Put m;=max(k(o,<&+,} and 
s=m,+m; and we have 1,2, . . . . SE K, UK, and s+ 1 $K, from 
Lemma 5.3. Then, by the similar argument as in Lemma 5.2, there exist a 
sequence { [, }z= i, a value 5, and a function (b f0 such that 
lim, + oo P~+~(L)=~, lim,- Il~s+I,i,-~lIL~~D,uD2~=O~ and 
Ac$+<q5=0 in DlvDz, ad/av = 0 on aD, u a&. 
Next, applying Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we have a subsequence 
bJf”;t~i~-‘z 1 and an orthonormal of eigenfunctions {@k}p= i 
,,, + m II ok, om - 4k II Lm(D, u D2) = 0 and then (dk . ~~~~~~~ v D2) = 0 
for 15 k s m;. From this, 5 2 um2+, > Am,+, = pS+, and then 
limsupr-oCL,+l(i)>~L,+l holds. On the other hand, by the method 
similar to that Case (i) in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we can prove 
limsu~~-,~~+,(i)~I,,+, = pLs+ i by using the test function made from 
sin(m, + 1) rc(x,/(l -21) + 1) and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. This is a contra- 
diction. 
Case (2). In this case, m,<co. Put m’,=max{k~&<w,,+,} and 
s = ml, + m2 and then 1, 2, . . . . s E K, u K2 and s + 1 $ K, follow from Lemma 
5.3. Then there exists a sequence { {,}z, i such that lim, _ m [, = 0 and 
lim, - m II @‘, + ], cm IILm(a(i,)) =co. Applying an argument similar to that in 
Lemma 5.1 and choosing a convergent subsequence of (@i+ i, rrn I B(imj}~=, 
(cf. Q&= Q/c, i/II @k, [ II L”(Lyi)))? we obtain some eigenvalue 5 and its eigen- 
function T of (2.3). But by applying Lemma 5.1 and the same argument 
there, we can prove that (T~Sk)L2~~-,,,~~=0 (lskkrnm;) and we have 
5U4;+, and then we have limsupr,o~L,+l(i)~~m;+l>~Ls+,. On the 
other hand, by the same argument as in Case (ii) of Lemma 5.3, we can 
prove limsupr,o~~+l(i)Io,,+, = pS+ r. This is a contradiction and we 
complete both Cases (1) and (2). We conclude m, = m, = co. Together with 
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this and Lemma 5.3, we conclude K, u K, = N. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.4. 
Proof Theorem 1. Define I,([) -Pi,, ok(i) = c(~~(~)(() for k 2 1, 
[E (0, [,). We conclude Theorem 1 by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemmas 5.1 to 5.4, we obtain a complete 
orthonormal system of eigenfunctions {$,}p=, in L*(D, u 02) and their 
associated functions { Vk } p= 1 c C?([-1, 11) from (5.19). The properties 
(2.6)-(2.9) are deduced from Lemmas 5.1 to 5.4 and Theorem 1. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We take each k 2 1 and fix it and we confine ourselves to investigate the 
behavior of tik, i in d(Y). Multiplying tik, i by - 1 if necessary, we may 
assume, by (2.8) in Theorem 2, 
lim sup I&? r[(+ I)/* 
~+“.~.Q(() 
$&x,.x’)-sin$(l -x1)1 =O. 
Recall that lim, +. df” 1 i’“- ‘)” ll$k, i II L=(n(i)) = 1. 
We put the parameter M= wk + 1 and I= min(c,(M), 1/2k) where c,(M) 
is the constant in Lemma 4.1 for the above M. We use the auxiliary func- 
tions in Section 4 defined on the region Q(c) for the above constants A4 
and 1. We abbreviate the subscript k and denote I,(i), ek,[ by n(c), J/[, 
respectively. We prepare some notations: 
bq-4 = ti&Yllll/i II L=(R([))T $,tx) = til(x)/lllc/[ 11 Lm(D, u R,(i))’ 
a; = sup h&(X)1> z, = sup I~iW 
XfE ol\rl(o XE h\rl(o 
Remark that lim i _ o q = 0 by Theorem 2. I& satisfies 
All/; + 45) ti; = 0 in f$O, 
a*yav = 0 on ~~(O\Y,(~)~ 
lim sup [$;(~)--a[ =O, 
C-O XCYl(i) 
where 0 < a = sin(k7clf2) < 2- ‘12. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
LEMMA 6.1. lim ~-.o$i=O, in C”(Dl\Z,(v))for any rl>O. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Applying (3.7), and (3.8) of Proposition 3.2 to 
blJi~0<i4, successively, we see that the family { tji}o< T<s, is compact in 
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C”(D,\Z;,(q)) for any r~ > 0. By a diagonal argument, for any sequence of 
positive values {<,}z, I such that lim, _ oc [, = 0, there exists a sub- 
sequence (r~,,,}z= 1 and Ic/ E ?(a,\(p,}) such that 
lim $,,=tj in Cm(D1\Z1(q)) for q > 0, 
m-cc 
Llll/+;ll)=o in D,, 
(6.3) 
a$jav = 0 on aDl\{pl 1, 
W(x)1 5 1 in D,, 
where A=limi,,A([)E {A,},“=,. By the argument of the removable 
singularity (Proposition 3.3), the Neumann boundary condition in (6.3) 
can be extended up to p, . If $ SO, this means that 1 E {ok} p=, , but this 
contradicts the assumption (A.3). We conclude that tj ~0 in D, and 
Lemma 6.1. 
We remark that lim i --t 0 EC = 0 follows from Lemma 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.2. There exists a constant c, > 0, such that 
I$&)I scl (~~~(x)+i~gi(x)) forxER,(i)u~,U). (6.4) 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Denote by qr the right side of (6.4). It is easy to 
see by Lemma 4.1 that there exist positive constants c’ and c” such that 
cpi’(x)li 2 c’ foranyxEy2(1)(O<i<i*), 
tj; (x) 2 c” foranyxEy4(O<[<<*). 
We put c, E 2 max( l/c’, l/c”) and prove (6.4) for this cl. It is easy to see 
s,(x) < cp&x) for x E ~~(5) u y4. We define a constant 
K,=SUP{KE I% 1)l cpi(x)-~~I(~)~OinR,(r)u~,(I)}. 
We assume that 0 5 K* < 1 and will deduce a contradiction. If 0 $ K, < 1, 
then K, E {x E R,(c) u C,(I) ( vi(x) - K,t,&[(X) = 0} # 0. By the definition 
of K.,, and K, and the smoothness of qi and the nonsmoothness of qr on 
~~(5) by Lemma 4.4, we see 
4’&) - Kz,c ‘h,(X) 2 0 in R,(l) u C,(1) 
and K, c (R,(i) u C,(l))\(y,(i) u ~~(1) u y4). If there exists a point 
x* E K,\a(R,([) u C,(I) u y3(c)), we have the differential inequality by the 
equations satisfied by ‘pl; and $[, 
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in some neighborhood of x*. But from cpr(x,) - K*$[(x,) = 0 and the 
strong maximum principle, ‘ps - K* Gr = 0 (near x*) follows and again from 
(6.4), cp,-0 follows. This is a contradiction and we conclude that 
K, c a(R,([) uC,(l))\y,([). We take any x* E K, and we also have 
the differential inequality (6.4) near the boundary point x*. By 
cp:(x,) - K.+ $i(x*) = 0 and the inequality cp&x) - K* s,(x) > 0 for 
x E (R,(c) u Z,(l))\(y,([) u Ye u y4) and the Hopf Lemma, we obtain 
On the other hand, ‘pC and $i satisfy the Neumann boundary condition at 
x* and this contradicts the above inequality. Therefore we conclude K* = 1 
and obtain cp&x) - s,(x) 2 0. Applying the same argument o ‘pC and - tji, 
we have cp&x) + t,&,(x) 2 0 in R,(i) UC,(~) and we have completed the 
proof of Lemma 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.3. lim SUP~+~ CrC/[+’ < 00. 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. We assume that there exists a sequence of positive 
values { [,}z=, which converges to 0 such that 
(6.6) 
We consider the function 
$i*(x) = 4qx)iq in D,\~,(31h (6.7) 
which satisfies 
sup I+;(x)1 = 1. 
ytm 
c? satisfies the equation 
By Lemma 6.2, we have 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
505/77:2-IO 
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and we also have 
IJr*,(x)I 2 1 for Dl\~,(4, 
by putting c = sup,,, 2 r i”,-‘jQ,, which is finite by (6.6). By applying (3.7) 
and (3.8) in Proposition 3.2 successively to (6.9) and (6.11) with a diagonal 
argument, we can choose a subsequence {o,,,}z= rc ii,},“= r and a 
function $* such that 
lim $I&=$* in Cao(D,\Zl(~)) for any rj > 0, (6.12) 
m-cc 
Ll+*+h+h*=o in D,, 
a* */av = 0 on ~Dl\bl >, (6.13) 
IIc/*(x)l 5 max(L cl c,(W) in D,. 
By the removability of singularity (Proposition 3.3), the boundary condi- 
tion in (6.13) is extended up to pI. On the other hand, (6.13) and (6.14) 
imply ,J E {ok}?= r. But this contradicts the assumption (A.3). Therefore we 
complete the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 6.4. There exists a constant c2 > 0 such that 
I$@I 5 cAacp:(x) + cq4,‘(x1) for x E r’(5) u R,(i) u C,(0, 
I$t(x)l s q, for x E Dl\C,(l). 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. The first inequality can be proved by the same 
method as Lemma 6.2 and the second one is trivial from the definition 
of I&. 
LEMMA 6.5. lim supi _ 0 cri/[“- ’ < co. 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. From Lemma 6.4, we have 
Iti; 5 cz(d + q) for x E D, u R,(i). 
On the other hand, by the definition of $;, we have 
q = SUP I@(x)l = w&yn(mrl SUP I$@)l 
XE Dl\61(0 x E Dl\l(O 
(6.14) 
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By using (6.16), (6.17), and the property of (P&Y, there exists a constant 
cq > 0 such that 
~~(x)+csi”~‘~:(X)LCq(Pi(X) fory,(i)uy, for small [>O. 
Put IT*=sLlp{KE[O, 111 $;(X)+C3jn-1~~(X)-KC4(PJX)~0 in 0(i)}. 
By a method similar to that in Lemma 6.2, we can prove K* = 1. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 6.6. 
By Lemma 6.6, we get the estimates from below in (2.10)-(2.13). 
Equation (2.14) follows from Remark 5.1 and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. By 
(6.14) and (6.15), 
We have 
Using lim[ _ 0 EC = 0, and Lemma 6.3, we conclude 
lim sup cii/[+’ 5 cza lim sup cCi/[“-2 < co. 
C-0 i-0 
This concludes Lemma 6.5. 
With the aid of the estimate of Lemma 6.5, in the inequality of Lemma 
6.4, we obtain the estimates from above in (2.10)-(2.13) in Theorem 3. 
Next we prove the estimates from below. 
LEMMA 6.6. There exists a constant cd > 0 such that 
~t(x)+c3jn~‘~r+(x)~cq~j(x) forxEfi({). 
Proof of Lemma 6.6. By @C(X) 2 c,(M) (for x E y4) and Lemma 6.5, there 
exists a constant c3, c; > 0 such that 
~;(X)+Cjjn-l~5+(X)~C;jn-’ for x~y,. (6.16) 
BY limi-o SUP,,~,(~) [#k(x) - al = 0 and limi _ o CQ = 0, we have 
t&(x) + c3inp l+;(x) 2 a/2 on r,(i) for small i>O. (6.17) 
First we prove 
t+qx)+cJ-‘$(x)>O in a(c). (6.18) 
Put K*=su~{KE[O, 111 KI&(x)+c~~~~'c$~~(x)>O inii([)}.If K*< 1,by 
applying the same method as Lemma 6.2, we can deduce a contradiction 
and for K, = 1, repeating the same argument, we obtain (6.18). 
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7. GENERALIZATIONS 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 can be simply generalized to the case where the 
potential term is added in the equation. 
We consider the eigenvalue problem 
A@* + h,(x) @* + p*@* = 0 in Q(i), 
a@*-() 
av 
on aQ(i), 
where there exist h E C”(D, u D,), hi Cm( [ - 1, 1)) such that 
lim i-o xtypu D2 P,(x) - W)l = 03 
lim sup Ihi(x,, x’) - /$x,)1 = 0. 
C-O x~Q(i) 
(7.1) 
DEFINITION 6. Let {p$(c))pZl and {@t i}FZ, be the eigenvalues 
arranged in increasing order (counting multiplicity) and the complete 
system of the orthonormalized eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem 
(7.1). 
DEFINITION 7. Let (wz } F= r and {I.,* }F= r be respectively the sequence 
of the eigenvalues arranged in increasing order (counting multiplicity) of 
(7.2) and (7.3), 
A4* + h(x) 4* + ,*q5* = 0 inD,uD,, 
w* o (7.2) -= 
a\, 
0n do, uD,, 
d’S*/dz’ + ii(z) S* + /l*S* = 0, -l<z<l, 
S*(l)=S*(-l)=O. 
(7.3) 
We assume the condition 
(A.4) {co~},Ln{A,*},“=,=0. 
THEOREM 4. Assume (A.l), (A.2), (A.4), and n 2 3. The sets (p~(~)}km, I 
and {@t, i > p=, are separated as 
wwEl= b3i)>Elu {&x))~4 
PZdL= MT,,>Lu bf%K=l 
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for any sequence of positive values { [, >z= 1 such that lim, _ m [,,, = 0, there 
exists a subsequence {c~J~=, c (5,) ,“=, and the complete system of the 
eigenfunctions ($,*}F= 1 c C”?(D, u D,) of (7.2) and (Sf}km=, of (7.3), 
revctiveh such that (4; . dZ)L~tD, u ozj = Bk, m, (S,* . SZ)L~,,- 1, l)) = bk, mfor 
k, m 2 1, and the following conditions for each k 2 1, - 
or 
lim SUP I@ &-l~ x’) - c3x, )I = 0, 
m-m s=(.q, x’)~Q’u,,) 
lim SUP Xl, x’)-S,*(x,)l =o, 
m+oo S=‘XI, r’)~Q’bm) 
Id;‘?, a;- ‘“2~k*, ,,(
lim SUP ) d,‘,? , a ;- lV2 ljq, ,Jx,, x’) + Lq+yx,)( = 0. 
m-m x=‘~,,x’)~Q’cr~) 
Here we denoted by Vf the unique solution of the two point boundary value 
problem (7.4) for each k = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
d2V*/dz2 + h(z) V* + co: V* = 0, -l<z<l, 
V*(l)=#k*(P,)> v*c - 1) = 4k*(P2). 
(7.4) 
For any k 2 1, there exists a positive constant n,(k) > 0 such that 
0 < lim inf I+o sgR,(~:yfZ,(3i)i’n-3”2 l4wx)l 
2 lim sup 
;+0 
vtR;y~Z.(3i) i(n-3”2 b&(x)l < +a, 
, 1 
0 < lim inf inf 
i-0 -~EJJz’rl)\L,‘3i) i-‘n-1)‘2 lX-p,ln-2 ll&!gx)l 
5 lim sup SUP 
6-O 
ir”z-1”2 Ix-p,I”-2 IIC/k*,,r(X)I < +a& 
-~E~,‘t1’\Z,‘31’ 
0 < lin inf i-o rFD\C’q)i-‘n-1)‘2 l~/w)l sup 
I / 
<= lim sup sup r-‘“- lV2 Il&(x)l < +co, 
C--o -YE D,\Z,‘V) 
0 c li? ‘,“f i-‘“- lv2 ll$,$ I JJL~~R~c~~ 
for n E (0, n*(k)) and i= 1,2. 
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